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What would stoic ethics be like today if stoicism had survived as a systematic approach to ethical theory, if it
had coped successfully with the challenges of modern philosophy and experimental science? A New Stoicism
proposes an answer to that question, offered from within the stoic tradition but without the metaphysical and
psychological assumptions that modern philosophy and science have abandoned. Lawrence Becker argues
that a secular version of the stoic ethical project, based on contemporary cosmology and developmental
psychology, provides the basis for a sophisticated form of ethical naturalism, in which virtually all the hard
doctrines of the ancient Stoics can be clearly restated and defended.

Becker argues, in keeping with the ancients, that virtue is one thing, not many; that it, and not happiness, is
the proper end of all activity; that it alone is good, all other things being merely rank-ordered relative to each
other for the sake of the good; and that virtue is sufficient for happiness. Moreover, he rejects the popular
caricature of the stoic as a grave figure, emotionally detached and capable mainly of endurance, resignation,
and coping with pain. To the contrary, he holds that while stoic sages are able to endure the extremes of
human suffering, they do not have to sacrifice joy to have that ability, and he seeks to turn our attention from
the familiar, therapeutic part of stoic moral training to a reconsideration of its theoretical foundations.
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From reader reviews:

James Kostka:

Do you have favorite book? If you have, what is your favorite's book? Book is very important thing for us to
learn everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim or even goal; it means that e-book has different
type. Some people experience enjoy to spend their a chance to read a book. They can be reading whatever
they acquire because their hobby is definitely reading a book. Think about the person who don't like
examining a book? Sometime, particular person feel need book if they found difficult problem or maybe
exercise. Well, probably you will want this A New Stoicism.

Dawn Dustin:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always try and and must have the spare time or they will get
wide range of stress from both day to day life and work. So , if we ask do people have time, we will say
absolutely of course. People is human not really a robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity have
you got when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will unlimited right. Then ever try
this one, reading guides. It can be your alternative throughout spending your spare time, the particular book
you have read is A New Stoicism.

Teresita Donahue:

Playing with family in a park, coming to see the marine world or hanging out with close friends is thing that
usually you may have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try matter that really
opposite from that. One particular activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on
roller coaster you already been ride on and with addition of knowledge. Even you love A New Stoicism, you
can enjoy both. It is very good combination right, you still desire to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh
occur its mind hangout folks. What? Still don't get it, oh come on its referred to as reading friends.

Sandra Fritz:

Some individuals said that they feel fed up when they reading a reserve. They are directly felt this when they
get a half portions of the book. You can choose the particular book A New Stoicism to make your current
reading is interesting. Your own skill of reading proficiency is developing when you just like reading. Try to
choose easy book to make you enjoy to see it and mingle the sensation about book and looking at especially.
It is to be 1st opinion for you to like to wide open a book and go through it. Beside that the e-book A New
Stoicism can to be a newly purchased friend when you're experience alone and confuse with the information
must you're doing of that time.
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